WEIGHTLY HIGHLIGHTS

In the South-East, the number of individuals affected by displacement decreased from 256,000 last to 237,800 this week.

Aside from the sporadic armed clashes, it is worth noting that in Mon State, at least 11,000 individuals from Bilin Township opted to return to their places of origin. This may be linked to withdrawal of security forces in areas of return.

In addition, around 50 individuals were also reported to have returned to Bilin Township from Kayin State.

While Kayah State was not considered free of armed clashes last week, 5,130 and 2,000 individuals reportedly returned to Loikaw Township and Demoso Township respectively.

In the meantime, albeit in relatively small numbers compared to last week, Bago (East), Kayah State, and Shan State (South) have been affected by new displacements due to general insecurity.
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